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Chairman’s Message – August 2022 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Hello everyone. 

I hope you are all well. 

Last month, I said I would be honest in saying I did not have much to write about.  This month, 

unfortunately, is the same.  Although we have come out of Covid quarantines, not all the activities are back 

to normal yet. 

I continue to be impressed with the club attendance.  There are days where there is not much participation, 

but there are others where there are seven or more participants.  Just goes to show that it is not a case of 

the club dwindling, but just timing issues, juggling all the personal activities around. 

Last month, I also mentioned the electricity outages putting a damper on club activities.  For the last week 

or two, this seems to have changed and the grid has become more stable, with less down time. Hopefully 

this will allow a more consistent attendance at the club once again. 

And again, as said, it’s a short chairman’s message this month, but wishing you all well and hoping you will 

continue using your club more often. 
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Have a great August, folks, and remember, we are heading back to summer!  (    - can’t wait!!! ) 

Best regards. 

Glynn Chamberlain. 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Layout Visit To Ralph Davey’s Southern Pacific South Layout – Postponed for a couple of months 

Ralph Davey has invited us to visit his Southern Pacific South layout.  I advertised this in the newsletter, 

asking guys to contact Ralph, but then I forgot to post a reminder on the chatgroup.  A week before the 

planned event Ralph let me know that no one had as yet contacted him…  But he also had some water-

damage to his layout that he still wanted to repair.  And so we decided to postpone the visit… 

The impression that I got (perhaps rightly or wrongly) was that not too many of our members actually read 

this newsletter, and even fewer respond to requests / suggestions posted here in the newsletter.  The 

chatgroup seems then to be the more effective communication medium…    

So – Ralph will let me know when the layout is ready for the visit, and we will advertise this timeously on 

the club’s chatgroup.  But meanwhile, for those of you who do actually read this here, it will likely take 

place in September, on a Sunday morning, date and time to be announced once decided.  

 

Parking at the club at Northmead 

For those of you who, like me, hadn’t been to the club in a while, and make use of the parking “around the 

back”… things have changed a bit!  Tamara McKenzie is back in charge of looking after the mall, and 

maintenance is being done, the place is being cleaned up and painted… and the parking bays in the area 

behind the club have been realigned!  The other day I drove in behind Jimmy, and noticed that he “strange-

ly” went RIGHT after driving through the upstairs parking, RIGHT around the Day Clinic, and IN through the 

narrow “gangway”, whereas I always go left, and then go OUT through the narrow passage.  And when we 

got to the parking behind the club I saw why he did that…  the orientation of the diagonal parking bays has 

been changed, with new white lines painted, indicating that you should now park \ \ \ \ instead of the / / / / 

that we have been used to!  So that going in to the RIGHT actually makes sense!... unless you reverse-park! 

 

Themed (used to be Tuesday Evenings!) Running At The Club 

Following the suggestion in last month’s newsletter that we conduct a census of whether our members 

want to continue with the Tuesday evening themed running, or perhaps change it to some other time-slot, 
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some of our members at least responded to Glynn’s survey on Whatsapp.  Our sincere thanks to all those 

who did.  The majority decision seemed to be to want to change it to a Saturday late morning, at least 

during the cold winter months.   

And so we (actually just I!) duly changed the July Themed (American trains!) Running Session to the 

Saturday 23rd July, when I was going to be there on duty anyway.  And we were then very pleasantly 

surprised to have FIVE members there all running American trains from 11h00 to 13h00!!  Well done, guys!, 

particularly given that it was all arranged at quite short notice…  We actually had four US trains on the HO 

layout, and another two on the N Gauge layout, between the five of us who were there.     And only 

afterwards we realised that we really could (and should!) have changed the direction of our running, so we 

were running counter-clockwise on the layout… (and taken the RSA train off!).  Okay – NEXT time!!      

There was some debate about on WHICH Saturday to hold the Themed Running, but the consensus of 

opinion seems to be that the SECOND Saturday of the month would probably work best…   On the 1st 

Saturday, some of our members are preparing for the Operations Group sessions which take place on the 

1st Sunday (and two sessions on one weekend for the Ops Group guys might be a bit much).  On the 3rd 

Saturday, some of our members have a SAG (that’s the Saturday Afternoon Group) meeting in the 

afternoon.  And on the 4th Saturday, this would quite often clash with Swap Meets, normally held on that 

day.  So for now… it’s the SECOND Saturday of the month, from 11h00 to 13h00, until further notice.   

  

The SAG Group 

The Saturday Afternoon Group (“SAG”), mentioned above, is another Gauteng-based model trains club / 

interest group that has been around for a long time!  Yet not too many folks seem to know about it… 

This group meets on the third Saturday afternoon of the month (hence the name!), normally ten months 

of the year (Feb – Nov … although things have been a bit irregular since Covid hit us), visiting different 

layouts on each occasion, usually those of SAG members, but also wherever possible those of other 

members of the wider model train fraternity.  The visit invariably includes tea/coffee and biscuits/cake, 

provided by the host for the day. 

At least three of us EMRIG members are also members of SAG – JohnB, Theuns and myself.  ColinTT and 

Geoff Kingsburgh were also members of SAG before they passed away. 

Membership of SAG costs only R50 per year, and I believe it provides an ideal opportunity to get to see 

what other modellers are doing, and to interact with other experienced modellers.  Often the layouts we 

visit are still “works in progress”, sometimes even at early stages of development, and these are the ones 

that I find most interesting from a “learning” point of view…  although each visit provides different 

perspectives, showcasing different ideas and ways of doing things... 

Recently SAG has linked up with the Marklin Club, to broaden the membership base and range of layouts 

available for visitation.  In July last month we visited the superb layout of Marklin Club member Geoff 

Fotheringham at his home in Athol.  A few pics of his beautiful European-themed catenary-fitted layout are 

provided here to give an idea of what is out there to be experienced… 
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If anyone is interested in joining SAG, you can speak to JohnB or myself, or else contact the SAG chairman 

Ron Gill directly – on rongill.0611@gmail.com.  It’s a great bunch of (generally older) guys, with a wealth of 

train modelling experience between them, much of which is shared freely with anyone who shows interest!  

There are no SAG visits scheduled for August or September, as Ron will be away, but visits are lined up for 

October and November, and Feb to April of next year already.  And if you’d be keen / happy for SAG to 

come and visit YOUR home layout, please let us know… they’re always on the lookout for other layouts to 

visit!     

 

Swap Meets Update 

There was no confirmation of the CrossRoads Hobbies Swap Meet taking place in July, and Mervyn had his 

regular weekly Whatsapp Sale on the Saturday, so I guess that one sadly didn’t happen then…        

So the next Swap Meet is OURS, taking place on Saturday 27th August.  Once again, we call on all our mem-

bers to come and assist with setting up the tables (and packing everything away again afterwards).  Hope-

fully, with nothing having happened locally for a while, this will be a bumper Swap Meet, and there’ll be 

lots of bargains on sale!  Mark will be in touch on the chatgroup to confirm arrangements, but we’ll likely 

mailto:rongill.0611@gmail.com
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be meeting at 07h00 on the Saturday to set up, before welcoming the traders as they arrive, and assisting 

them to bring in their wares.  

 

Club Communications Media (our routine monthly reminder) 

These are our Newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members / posted on the Whatsapp Chatgroup once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who 

have requested such, are emailed a copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also 

housed in the club library (in a blue file).      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, you need to be an ac-

tive paid-up member of the club.  Send Niel a message at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something urgent or “special” that you need to be notified 

about.  You need to have been added to our “Google Groups” mailing list…  Let Glynn know if you aren’t 

receiving mails this way, have paid or are paying your subs, and believe you should be receiving mail. 

 

Letters To The Editor 

 

Editor’s Note: I received an email in October 2021, which inter alia suggested that we have a Letters To The 

Editor section in this newsletter…    

Come on, guys and girls!  Let’s hear what you have to say… about the newsletter (what you do and don’t 

find interesting!), about our railroad modelling hobby, about prototypical trains… in fact, anything train- or 

club-related!!!  Let’s hear from you!  Send your comments / suggestions / contributions to me by email at 

editor@emrig.co.za.     

Nothing received this month…    

 

 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
mailto:editor@emrig.co.za
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Tips, Hints and Savings 

 
 
Editor’s Note:  Ralph Davey also came up with this idea, mentioned in his Letter to The Editor in our 
November 2021 newsletter.  And just three days into the new month, he had already sent me his first 
contribution in this new series!  Thank you, Ralph!!   
 
And now we need the rest of you readers to also submit your Tips, Hints and Savings ideas for inclusion in 
this section in future newsletters, please! Your contributions can be as small as just a paragraph (hopefully 
with a photo or two to illustrate your suggestion, but not essential!), or a page, or a few pages... whatever it 
takes to describe YOUR ideas (or the helpful tips and suggestions that you have come across somewhere – 
although we please need to acknowledge the source if you know where you picked it up).  These 
contributions can be sent to me at editor@emrig.co.za.  
 
After a long string of months with very useful hints and tips for us, Ralph has apparently now run out of 

suggestions.  It’s rather disappointing that no-one else in the club has come up with any hints and tips for 

us…  so perhaps we’ll need to close off this section for a bit….  But PLEASE, if anyone has any layout building 

or maintenance tips for us, send them to me for publication!!!!!  

Now here, just for fun, are a few more SAG Layout Visit pics, to show some diversity in what’s out there… 

   

   

mailto:editor@emrig.co.za
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The Southern Pacific Cab-Forward Locomotive 

By Ralph Davey 

Editor’s Note: This article appeared previously in EMRIG’s newsletter sometime in 2013 (that’s before my 
time at EMRIG began!). The original article was a two-column article, with really tiny photos.  I have 
changed the format to a single column, and significantly enlarged the photos, but sadly the picture quality 
now does not do these magnificent locomotives (or Ralph’s layout) justice in the enlarged format…  I have 
thus taken the liberty of replacing some of Ralph’s pics off the internet with others I have found. 
 

Comments, notes and details were taken from various sources, DVDs, and WEB sites.  Many groups and 

organisations exist for the SP, and this article is presented as a view of facts gained. 

 

AC11 Cab Forward 

Classification: AC (Articulated Consolidation) 4-8-8-2  

Class range: AC4 through AC12 (excluding AC9 class) 

Quantity built: 195 (another 87 of the earlier MC/AM class were built. See text below) 

Builder: Baldwin Locomotive Works 

Stats: 63 inch drivers; 112760 pounds tractive effort; 235 pounds psi. 

Weight, including tender:  977,900 lb. 

Overall Length 123ft 9in 

Fuel Oil Capacity 6,100 US gallons 

Water Capacity 22,000 US gallons 
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The Southern Pacific  

The Southern Pacific Railroad (SP) existed from 1861 to 1996. The huge entity extended from California into 

Oregon, Texas, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, 

Oklahoma, Tennessee and Utah.  

Through the years, the lines expanded to more than 13,000 miles (20,000km) of rail covering most of the 

south western United States.  It was merged into the Union Pacific (UP) in 1996 (for the second time), and 

the scarlet and grey well-weathered scheme started to disappear.  The SP was known for designing or 

requesting specific types of locomotives to meet the extreme climatic and geographic challenges it faced.  It 

is also interesting that the SP built many classes of locomotives in its own shops. 

 

Articulated Locomotives 

Through the steam years of the early 20th century, locomotive designers found the need to develop 

articulated locomotives to improve the pulling power of steam locomotives.  Major types designed were the 

Mallet, Garratt, Fairlie and Meyer concepts.  The big articulated locomotives were mainly Mallet or Garratt 

types. 

The Mallet was the design with the two driving engines and wheel-sets located under the boiler, and the 

front engine-set being able to pivot. 

The Garratt concept was two engine wheel-sets located at each end of the boiler, with one or both being 

able to pivot.  The boiler hung over a frame with a gap between the wheels. 

In narrower gauge railroad 

structures and those with the 

British influence, the preference 

was towards the Garratt type.  The 

SAR and Rhodesian Railways were 

classic examples of Garratt users 

here in southern Africa. 

In the US and other standard 

gauge rail-roads, the Mallet was 

the most preferred type.  The most 

popular were the simple expansion 

design, as compared to the original 

Mallet concept of a compound 

high and low pressure cylinder 

design. 

Famous designs included the SP 

Cab-Forward, UP Big Boy and Challenger, and others like the Allegheny, A Class, and Y Class. 
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Those who have had the enjoyment 

of seeing an articulated locomotive in 

operation, have seen the ultimate 

power of steam design. 

For me, I still recall the trips from the 

South Coast in Natal into Durban 

when on holiday, and seeing the 

Garratts operating on those trains.  

These big engines breathed and 

projected power. 

Class GF Garratt near 
 Pietermaritzburg 
 
 

 
 

The SP Cab-Forward development 

The SP exits out of California through a number of mountain passes.  These include Donner Pass, Tehachapi, 

Cajon Pass and Beaumont Hill.  The Donner Pass route is an extreme climb that rises from almost sea level 

leaving the Central Valley region for about 160km to the summit and an elevation peaking at 7000ft.  The 

weather is extreme, recording the highest and deepest snow falls in the US.  Measurement of the snow falls 

is in feet, averaging 40 feet but rising to 70 feet in the extremes. 

The route has many long tunnels, and has lengthy snow sheds that were built to protect the line from snow 

avalanches.  

In the early 20th century the SP found that more trains and longer trains were needed to meet the growing 

demands.  The SP tested a Mallet-type locomotive on the Donner Pass route to see if the design would 

meet the needs for longer trains.  

The initial test was a success, and the locomotive showed it would be a good choice, but for one issue.  The 

tunnels and snow sheds were so long and numerous that the cab crew were all but asphyxiated!  On the 

return trip the locomotive was run backwards, and this improved the situation. The train was pulled 

successfully, and the crew and management noted that this was the way to go.  Someone recalled that a 

short line in Oregon had built a locomotive switcher (“shunter” for the British and European fraternity) with 

a cab on the opposite end to accommodate visibility issues.  Could this be applied on a big locomotive?  The 

SP had started converting all steam locomotives in California into oil burners.  So, providing the fuel to heat 

the boiler was not an issue.  Using heated fuel oil under pressure, piped from the tender, was not a 

problem.  The first converted cab-forward was built from a MC Class 2-8-8-2 compound Mallet in 1911.  This 

was the AC1 class of locomotive, the first cab forward (illustrated below). 
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   AC1 2-8-8-2 (Wikipedia photo) 

It was followed by other units.  With greatly improved visibility, and reduced smoke effects on the crew, the 

conversion was a success. 

Problems with the 2-wheel leading truck prompted conversion to a 4-wheel leading truck.  However, by the 

1920s the initial advantages of compound Mallet locomotives had waned, and cost of maintenance of the 

compound design was no longer seen to be economically beneficial.  Mallets were designed for slow-speed 

work, and this was not beneficial for a profit-motivated corporate railroad.  Newer locomotive designs like 

the 2-10-2 and 4-10-2 locomotives were giving the SP equivalent power, without the complexity of the 

Mallet compound design.  And these newer types were faster. 

The SP contemplated ending the cab-forward concept.  A decision was made to convert one of these 

Mallets into a simple compound with equal-sized high pressure cylinders, and adding the then new concept 

of super-heaters.  The rebuild was very 

successful, and the performance was 

way above expectations. 

Using the lessons learnt, and the 

improved visibility and other 

advantages, the SP decided to build a 

fleet of cab-forward locomotives, using 

design innovations and improvements, 

as simple articulated locomotives. 

AC12 passes Champion Mine on the SP 
South 
 

All the existing 2-6-6-2 and 4-6-6-2 Mallets were converted to simple compound types and were renamed 

as class AM for Articulate Mogul type. 
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The SP Cab-Forward 2-8-8-2 Locomotive 

The design-progression was for a larger 2-8-8-2 design. 

Baldwin delivered 195 of these locomotives in 8 class designations.  These were AC4 to AC12.  The AC9 was 

not a cab-forward (see notes further in the article).  The class AC4 through AC6 had the flatter nose and 

cylindrical-type tender.  Classes AC7 to AC12 had the tapered nose and straight-sided larger tender. 

The distinctive shooting sound of the air pump that is associated with the Cab-forward is only prototypical 

from the AC 6 onwards.  This “pwew” six shooter sound is caused by the air pump outlet NOT going through 

the smoke stack on these classes.  The air pumps are located on the back (or is it front?) of the boiler.  

Earlier cab-forwards did not have this distinctive sound, as the air pumps were located on the side of these 

locomotives and the outlet exited out the 

smoke stack. 

AC12 Monkey deck and Air Pump location 

Another distinctive feature was the “monkey 

deck” between the boiler and tender.  Because 

of its proximity to the stacks, the monkey deck 

was often stained with rust from boiler water.  

Occasionally cab-forwards would spew hot 

water and mud from their stacks.  Most railroad 

employees were aware of this fact.  However, 

many hoboes thought the monkey deck was a good place to ride.  After passing through tunnels or snow 

sheds, hoboes riding the deck were either scalded or asphyxiated, depending upon how the locomotive was 

performing.  The monkey deck was not a good place to ride on cab-forward locomotives! 

The cab-forward proved to be a very successful and well-liked locomotive on the SP.  Soon these were 

roaming over all of the California routes, and were assigned to freight and passenger service.   

  

Long freights with two or three cab-

forwards in the train as head-end power, 

mid-train helper and rear helper were a 

common site over all the mountain 

routes. 

Cab-forwards were used to pull all types 

of trains.  Long rakes of Pacific Fruit 

Express reefer cars were a commomn 

site.  As these locomotives were so 

powerful, they were used to push rotary 

snow plows on snow clearing duties.  

All the passenger trains were assigned 
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cab-forwards at one time or another.  Even the famous Daylight trains were run with cab-forwards if the 

need arose.  

Cab-forwards were often assigned as helpers on the front of F3 and F7 units over the mountains. 

One line that the big ACs did not run on was the Siskiyou line into Oregon.  The grades were too steep, with 

3,6% in some areas.  In the 1920s an early cab-forward suffered a crown sheet failure ascending a long 

steep grade, with a catastrophic boiler explosion.  

With the demise of steam, the cab-forwards were all scrapped by 1958.  The AC12 class were less than 20 

years old, still youngsters by 

steam era standards. 

Through tireless efforts by a 

group of enthusiasts in 

California, the last cab-forward 

built, AC12 number 4294, was 

saved from the scrapper’s 

torches.  It now resides at the 

California State Railway 

Museum in Sacramento 

California.  Anyone who has 

the chance to visit this 

museum must not pass up the 

opportunity and must see the 

cab-forward on display there. 

 
AC9 Not a Cab-Forward 

One class of the AC locomotives, AC9 class, was a standard beautiful locomotive, of which 12 were built.  

 

 

Modelling the SP Cab Forward 

No modeller of the SP will consider his collection complete if he does not have at least one cab-forward 
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locomotive.  A number of models of cab-forwards have been produced over the years. 

Models have been produced by Rivarossi, 

Intermountain, MTH, Broadway Imports, and a 

number of brass kits. All scales have at least one 

model option, but not all manufacturers have models 

in all scales. 

My two HO scale models are Rivarossi models.  AC12 

4294 is one of the later versions produced before 

Rivarossi was absorbed into the Hornby name stable 

after 2001.  A good runner, and details are well done. 

My second one is an AC11 4272, and is a very old 

Rivarossi model.  (I am convinced its motor is made 

from Mussolini’s Fiat wiper motor that was recycled 

in 1944!)  This one had its second set of wheels and 

engine broken off when I bought it at a swap meet.  I 

rebuilt the wheel set using brass pieces.  

 

AC11 and AC12 Cab -Forward locomotives (Rivarossi models) on my layout 

DCC and Sound Conversion of older Cab-Forward models 

I added Tsunami Soundtrax sound decoders to both locomotives.  These are specifically made for the cab -

forwards.  The sound is very good, and the tender is a perfect sound box and place to locate the decoder 

and speakers.  The challenge is to open the tender to be able to place the decoder and speakers inside.  

There are web sites and forums with “how to…” advice and others with “don’t waste your time” posts for 

opening these tenders.  The discussions and points cover the Rivarossi Big Boy and Challenger locomotive 

tenders as well.  
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AC11, AC12 and UP Challenger models 

Note that the correct sound decoder needs to be installed for the correct AC locomotive to be truly realistic. 

(See points on the air pump release sounds noted in this article).  Refer to dealers like Tony’s Train Exchange 

for more details. 

The second challenge is that Rivarossi accountants must have decided that, to save a few Lira, they had the 

electrical pickup ability on the tender removed.  (Maybe it never existed).  The current pickup was designed 

for DC mode, and was a weak design of spring-mounted pickups on some of the main drivers.  These are not 

sufficient or reliable enough, and I added pickups to the tender wheels to improve the DCC connections. 

The locomotives are good runners, and pull a good rake of freight or passenger cars. 

I have since weatherd my two models and they are not so shiny looking as shown on the photos in this 

article. 

 

AC11 exits a tunnel on the SP South Layout 
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Cab-forwards always generate interest and discussions when run on model railway layouts.  

  

 

AC12 4294 meets a WP F7 set 

near Watsonville on the SP South 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have considered buying one of the 

newer MTH or Intermountain 

models, but reviews have not been 

convincing enough.  Maybe one day 

I will… 

The Cab Forward is an interesting 

and unique model that will always 

generate interest, discussion and 

debate. 

 

Update:  Since this article was 
written, Ralph had sadly sold all his 
Cab-forward locos…  BUT – the 
GOOD news is… that he DID just 
recently buy another one, from John 
B, an Intermountain AC12 (the one 
pictured alongside!), and was 
running it during our American 
Themed Running on Saturday 23rd 
July at the club! 
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Railway Memories 

TRIBUTE TO #1576 (1980) 

By Julie Jansen Van Rensburg 

Editor’s Note: I found this very moving piece of writing in the June 2022 edition of On Track, the RSSA news-

letter that Jean Dulez kindly provides to me each month.  The emotion of the loss of an old friend is very evi-

dent in Julie’s writing, describing a passed era, something that obviously meant so much to her…  

But my understanding (thanks to Wikipedia!) is that #1576 is now preserved, owned by Umgeni Steam Rail!! 

 

Old beloved long-lost friend, we met again today  

After many countless years when we each went our way.  

As I saw you standing there I felt the sting of tears  

Behind my eyes as I recalled the memories of bygone years,  

When you were in the prime of life, your fire burning high  

As you sped through the silent night beneath a starlit sky;  

Your heart-throb beating a tattoo as you hauled at your load.  

Your headlight cutting through the dark along the great steel road.  

 

I still can hear the echoes of your whistle on the wind  

As though it were but yesterday, it all comes back to mind.  

But now all that is past and gone – no longer do you run;  

You rust your noble life away in wind and rain and sun.  

 

Your drivers are forever still, and all the winds have blown.  

Your last steam breathe from out of you as you stand there alone.  

Your boiler has now grown cold; your ashes scattered wide  

Upon the howling winds of time as you’ve been tossed aside.  

To make way for a younger breed who’ve come to take your place  

For sake of progress in a world where you’ve run your last race.  
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And yet – as I stood looking on, and touched your once-warm steel,  

Somewhere deep down inside you I somehow seemed to feel  

A tiny spark of dormant life still hovering, waiting there  

For loving hands that could restore and show that they still care.  

Could I but see you once again, restored to former prime,  

Your brass work gleaming in the sun, and free of rust and grime,  

Running as in days gone by into a misty dawn,  

It would mean so much to me to see you again – reborn!!  

 

For the first time in about thirty years I saw No. 1576 again as she stood at Mason’s Mill in January 1980, 

and I could not control my emotions as I touched this once beautiful Class 14AR (4-8-2), no. 1576 that I had 

known so well during my school years.  I felt a lump in my throat as a torrent of memories came flooding 

into my conscious mind, and suddenly I was back in the past... 

Once again I saw her, pulled up against the platform at Breyten – a long line of coaches strung out behind 

her.  In the harsh glare of electric lights, departing passengers and well-wishers would be gathered on the 

platform, exchanging final words, while station officials would be busy loading mailbags and other goods 

and baggage into the guard’s van. 

Looking at #1576, it was obvious that her fireman, Nic Nienaber, must have spent quite a few hours making 

her look respectable.  The dully-gleaming black boiler was contrasted by glittering brass work that reflected 

the lamplight illuminating her, and inside the cab, Driver van Rooyen would be surrounded by the warm 

glow of the open grate as he was busy doing last-minute checks prior to take-off.  A soft hiss could be heard 

as wisps of steam spiralled upwards into the cold Highveld night air, making her seem alive and breathing, 

patiently waiting for some signal to start her moving.  It was as though she was gathering more strength 

into that already powerful body, to have plenty of reserve strength so as not to let her passengers and crew 

down.  And the smells she exuded – they were the smells of the steam era which are like no other smells on 

earth – steam, smoke, coal and oil, all intermingled, and which leave a lasting memory on one’s mind. 

Suddenly the peaceful silence would be shattered by Conductor Havenga’s shrill whistle, warning people 

that departure time was at hand.  Last messages were given; last goodbyes were said.  I would be in the 

first coach behind #1576, and I would invariably thrill at the scrape of a shovel against the tender as Nic 

added coal to the well-fired grate.  The thrill increased with the sound of her whistle, a sad, double-noted 

sound, and then one could feel her brute strength come to the surface as steel-flanged wheels bit into steel 

track like a runner taking off from the blocks.  Shortly after came the first soft click-clack of wheels over the 

joints, slowly at first, while coaches creaked softly as #1576 took up the strain at ever increasing speed.  At 

that stage, no matter how biting the cold, I would go out to the balcony and stand against the railings, right 

behind #1576, watching and listening to the language in which #1576 spoke to me, the icy wind cutting like 

a knife against my face.  
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Great clouds of steam would hiss from her cylinders at regular intervals, clouds of smoke emerging from 

her smokestack mingling with her almost gentle stack-talk as she headed towards Carolina, her first stop.  

Suddenly the wheels would rattle across the points that were still within the station limits, continuing along 

the line of coaches, diminishing in intensity before hitting the open road.  Further along – more rattling 

across points, the last of the station lights dimming and disappearing behind a rolling hill, after which it was 

us, the train and the darkness. 

By then we’d be well on our way and almost up to full speed.  I would still be leaning against the balcony 

rail, watching the swaying motion of the tender before me as Nic would work in perfect rhythm to keep the 

hungry flames fed.  Another whistle sounded when approaching a level crossing.  Dear Lord, was there ever 

another sound so sweet, so mournful, as melancholy as that of a steam whistle under a dark sky?  

First stop, Carolina.  From the distance one could see the approaching lights of the town and eventually 

we’d come to a smooth, faultless stop beside the platform for about fifteen or twenty minutes before 

heading for Machadodorp where our coach, destined for Pretoria, would be uncoupled and left virtually in 

the middle of nowhere on a spur line, while the rest of the train proceeded on its way to Waterval Boven, 

and all one could hear disturbing the absolute silence was the chug-chugging of a generator somewhere in 

the darkness until some while later the “LM Mail” could be heard approaching in the distance to add our 

coach to the rest of the Pretoria-bound train. 

Every time we were left behind it felt as if some part of #1576 still remained part of me.  Her heartbeat 

would fade away and I’d strain my ears to listen to the departing sounds before these eventually died down.  

Somehow I never experienced quite the same sentiments towards the often double-headed mail.  Often 

there were various classes of locomotives up front – either two 15CAs or 15Fs, or even a combination of 

both.  They were strangers to me – not like #1576 and her regular crews that had become personal friends 

over a period of four years during my school days.  On rare occasions #1576 also worked the Breyten – Piet 

Retief routes, while another loco and crew would take over on my regular route, and it was like something 

from another planet which somehow didn’t belong.  

My last ride behind #1576 was in 1951 when I returned to Pretoria after having finished school to begin a 

new life and work.  Somehow I realised I would never see #1576 or her crew again, leaving me feeling emp-

ty and drained inside.  

By this time, now many decades later, Mr. van Rooyen, Nic, and Conductor Havenga have all departed for a 

heaven of their own.  Unfortunately Time has this horrible habit of marching relentlessly on, forcing old 

friends to say goodbye – or perhaps to meet again, many years later...  

...like the meeting with #1576 at Mason’s Mill, Pietermaritzburg, around thirty years afterwards, far from 

her regular stamping grounds of the Eastern Transvaal Highveld, on a track for redundant locomotives who 

have also run their last race.  

Do you still wonder why I cried, why I wrote this tribute to No. 1576?  

Julie Jansen Van Rensburg  
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Pictures of SAR Class 14ARs taken off the Internet 
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MY MODEL RAILROAD HOBBY AND HOME LAYOUT 
– Completion of FSM Seafood Emporium, 

And a new structure – the Foss Launch Co. 

 

By Brian Messenger (The HOn3 guy in Knysna!)  

 
Editor’s Note: When I asked Brian M towards the end of July whether he would have anything for us again 
for this month, he replied “I’ll see what I can do.  It’ll likely be a short one…”  And the very next day there 
was an article in my inbox – well, after I’d deleted a whole lot of irrelevant stuff to make space for it…!”  

So here we have an update on the project he has been busy with for the past while, and the latest one he is 
tackling!  

Thank you, Brian M!!  

 
Below is the 99% finished FSM Seafood Emporium, now in place on my layout after more than 3 months of 
work on it. 
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Now still to bed it onto the layout, with ground cover and surrounding details. 
 

 
 
 
A photo showing a boat loading / offloading products at the wharf. 
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Note the fresh fish and lobsters on the sorting table, and the blacksmith eyeing them for his lunch.  The guy 
in the small boat alongside is hoping to get a freebie from his mate on the bigger boat. 
 

 
 
Editor: … and then – it was on to his next project, Foss Launch Co. … and I (Editor) decided to do some 
Googling… and found out (again via Wikipedia) that Foss Launch Co is actually a very real entity! 
 
Per Wikipedia, then…  Foss Maritime (formerly Foss Launch and Tug Company), is an American tugging 
company.  The company was founded in 1889 by Thea Foss (1857–1927) and her husband Andrew Foss.  The 
company is now the largest tug and towing concern on the west coast of the United States. 
 
The Foss concern began in 1889 with a single rowboat which Thea Foss rented by the day in Tacoma 
(Tacoma is in Washington State, on the Puget Sound, about 40 kms from Seattle) while her husband Andrew, 
a builder, was working on a construction project.  At the end of the building, the Fosses realized that Thea's 
boat had made them more money than Andrew's carpentry.  They acquired more boats and soon began 
operating larger vessels, branching out into sailboats, naptha launches, gasoline-engined vessels, and scows 
and barges.  By 1916, Foss Launch and Tug Company bought Captain O.G. Olson's Tacoma towing business, 
including the steam tugs Echo, Elf, and Olympian.  When Thea Foss died in 1927, the company owned 27 
gasoline, diesel, and steam powered vessels, and numerous unpowered barges. 
 
Foss Maritime started out only with rowboats with their signature white and green trim paint.  Soon Foss 
started expanding their avenue of work.  They saw what the people of Washington wanted, so they 
expanded to developing towing tugs...  Today they have 90 of them……… 
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Back to BrianM … My next project, a Sierra West kit, the first building of 4 in the kit – Foss Launch Co. 
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As usual when building kits, I always make a cardboard mock-up of the building from the plans, to make 
sure that it is what is correct for the position on the layout.  Here it is shown, above the start of the kit 
assembly using my corner magnetic clamps. 
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Below – adding the corner posts as well as the door trim. 
 

 
 
 
This is where it will be positioned on the wharf at Pelican Bay. 
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Quite a complex roof system for this building… 
 

 
 
 
I tried a new technique for the tarpaper roof (as per instructions in the kit), and am very impressed with the 
outcome of it.  
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Signs made according to the instructions, and the +/- 15 year old dry transfers still worked well. 
 

 
 
 
 
A view of it placed temporarily on the wharf. 
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As seen here, it is in close proximity to my Builders-in-Scale Boat repair complex (which also took over 3 
months to build, with the modifications to the kit). 
 

 
 
 
Below, after figuring out which castings to use for this structure and painting them, placing them on the 
wharf. 
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Still lots more to add before it will be complete…. 
 

 
 
 
I must add that this is the first Foss scale kit that I have assembled, and I am very impressed with the 
quality, ease of assembly and the amount of extras that are in the kit. 
 
One part of this kit that stood out for me is the roof shingle strips. They are the best that I have ever used, 
and look very realistic. 
 
Till next time, keep modelling. 

Brian the HOn3 guy in Knysna. 
 

 
Photo credit: Tacomahistory.live 
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How It All Began For Me… 

By Mark Peddle 

 

Those who have told us their stories so far are: John B (May 2021), Jimmy M (June 2021), Colin A (July 2021), 

Kobus P (Aug 2021), Mia vB (Sept 2021), Kevin C (Oct 2021), Ralph D (Nov 2021), Rene’ B (Dec 2021), and 

Brian D (Feb 2022).  

How did my model train journey start??  BrianD challenged me to tell my story…. 

Many, many moons ago, at somewhere around 8 years of age, my parents gave me a Triang train set.  A very 

basic set which, for some reason, I have kept all these years.   

 

I do believe my interest was also stimulated by my late Uncle Dennis Walker.  I spent many a school holiday 

at his home in Pinetown, Natal.  He had converted the outside rooms at his house into his model train room 

and workshop.  

I was always so intrigued by his scratch-built buildings and the layout that he had laid out.  He would take 

me with him to the various model shops in Pinetown and Durban.  I remember him also giving me an N 

Gauge Lima train with carriages, which I also still have with me. 
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As usual, my interests in other life-activities took over.  Around 2007 I decided to start up again, and bought 

my first Digital train – a Trix starter set from Rinke Blok from “Model Train Shop”.  It was a shop that was 

then situated at the East Rand Mall.  Well, now I was really and truly hooked.  I was given a track layout 

book by George Lagoudis from “The Shunting Yard” in Rosebank, and started to buy track based on a design 

a liked.  I laid this out on a 2,4m x 1,2m wooden table, and so it began.  Unfortunately, we then had to move 

home, so everything was put into storage for a few years. 

During this quiet time I had the opportunity of purchasing a lot of Lima trains and rolling stock, as well as 

other bits and bobs.  Slowly my collection grew. 

It was also around this time that I joined EMRIG, and so was able to find a home to run my trains that had 

been in slumber mode.  The great process of getting to know how digital worked was scary, from Trix to 

Digitrax to Roco Z21.  Having decoders put into the old Lima Class 34 etc. also began, and slowly progressed 

over time.  Even getting trains weathered to look more realistic...  Then lighting in the coaches…, then 

adding passengers…, and so on it goes.  Does it ever stop? 

My big table layout was further enhanced by motorizing all the points, but it didn’t stop there, as Rene’ 

Bosch from @Trainz enticed me to connect them digitally to my Z21.  HMMmmm – not so easy!  “HELP!”, I 

cried, and in stepped Niel Wilson from the club.  What a day we had, setting them up and – yup – with a lot 

of re-reading the manuals, and, of course, dear friend YouTUBE, we got them operating.  So now the fun 

began! 

Over this time, I also realized that less is more.  I had accumulated quite a bit of Lima SAR and Roco German 

rail, and a few American items.  I started to reorganize what I wanted, and as many pieces as possible that I 

felt would only sit in a box and never really get to be run on a regular basis I then sold off.  I must say, I have 

reached the place of being content with what I have (is that only for now?  Time will tell!). 

 

Running a train and chatting to people about trains will be an on-going passion that I know will be with me 

and my family for many years to come.  

And guess who Mark has challenged to write?  None other than our Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain! 
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Running Trainz Virtually – 21a: Fall Harvest, Nebraska  

(including the world-famous Bailey Yard!) 

By Brian Dawson 

I hadn’t actually run any trainz (that’s the ones on my computer!) for quite a while, and then suddenly 

realised that I hadn’t anything more to write about for this column…  With all the extensive load-shedding 

of late, I’ve been doing a lot more reading whenever the power is off, and then maximising my computer 

time doing other more essential chores when the power’s been on and I’ve been home and not asleep in 

bed…  But it’s been very pleasant getting back to it, I must say , when Eskom and Ekurhuleni have 

cooperated, especially now that I have a “spare” day in my week, with the Chamdor layout having been 

dismantled and placed in storage…   

This Nebraska route was another of the supplementary routes that I bought when I was still running Trainz: 

A New Era (T:ANE), the older version of my computer train-running programme.  I bought it because of my 

particular enjoyment of American trains, and also, no doubt, because it was another “affordable” route on 

special offer at the time.  Sadly, it doesn’t offer anything in the way of switching / shunting, but the big 

attraction of this route, to me, was the fact that it includes the world-famous Bailey Yard!  (More about 

Bailey Yard a little later…)  It is another “prototypical” route based on the real-life geographical context, and 

it is once again possible to view the area and current facilities on Google Earth. 

The route includes just four sessions, the first of which is the fairly ubiquitous Quick Drive session, where 

one has the opportunity to choose a loco and place it on the track somewhere on the route, add a train to it 

if you wish to, and then set off to explore the route, without interference from any other rail traffic.  The 

other three sessions are a little more interesting, and are entitled Grain Strain, Midnight Rescue, and Steam 

Heritage Trip. 

The general information provided for the route, and setting the scene, reads as follows: “It is harvest time 

again, long grain trains moving through typical Nebraskan farming country to bring in this year’s harvest.  

The route centres on North Platte, Nebraska, including the Bailey Yard.  Bailey Yard is the world’s largest 

railroad classification yard.  Owned and operated by the Union Pacific Railroad (UP), the Bailey Yard is 

located just to the west of the town of North Platte.  The yard is named after former UP President Edd. H 

Bailey.  The gigantic Bailey Yard covers an expanse of 2,850 acres (around 1,150 hectares or 11,5km²), and is 

over 8 miles (13 km) in length and 2 miles (3,2 km) wide.  The yard is made up of some 315 miles (507 km) of 

track, including 18 receiving and 16 departure tracks (just imagine trying to model this at HO scale!!  The 

COST, and the space it would take up, would be quite pheno-menal!!).  Bailey Yard handles over 10,000 

railroad cars every day.  Approximately 3,000 cars are sorted daily in the yard’s two humps and 114 bowl 

tracks.  Because of the enormous amount of products that pass through Bailey Yard, Union Pacific describes 

the yard as an “economic barometer of America”.  Besides being home to the two humps, the yard also 

includes a locomotive fuelling and servicing centre that handles more than 8,500 locos per month, a 

locomotive repair shop that can repair 750 locos monthly, and a car repair facility that handles nearly 50 

cars daily.  UP employs more than 2,600 people in North Platte, most of whom are responsible for the day-
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to-day operations of the Bailey Yard”.   

Nebraska is generally a pretty flat and uninteresting landscape.  No big mountains, no spectacular passes.  

Just miles and miles of flat land that used once upon a time to be mainly mixed-grass prairie (intermediate 

between the tall-grass prairie to the east and the short-grass prairie more to the west), where the American 

bison once roamed freely (before they nearly all got killed off!).  But these days it has almost all been 

transformed into agricultural land, and is definitely a significant part of the “breadbasket” of the USA, being 

primarily a grain-producing region.  (Hence the long grain trains!) 

According to Wikipedia, Nebraska has a large agriculture sector, and is a major producer of beef, pork, 

wheat, corn (maize), soybeans, and sorghum.  Other important economic sectors include freight transport 

(by rail and truck)…  (Pic below is of some fairly typical trackside grain storage bins and elevators.) 

 

The rail route through North Platte is one of the primary east-west rail routes of the US, with the states of 

Iowa and Illinois lying to the east, and Wyoming and Idaho to the west, Utah to the southwest.  It was in 

fact part of the very first Transcontinental rail route – known originally as the "Pacific Railroad" and later as 

the "Overland Route", a 1,911-mile (3,075 km) continuous railroad line constructed between 1863 and 1869 

that connected the existing eastern US rail network at Council Bluffs, Iowa with the Pacific coast at the 

Oakland Long Wharf on San Francisco Bay (again information per Wikipedia).  Three companies were 

involved in the construction of the route, and the middle section through Nebraska, which pretty much 

follows the alignment of the Platte River, was built by the Union Pacific Railroad, then just one of the three 

constructing railroad companies. 

North Platte in Nebraska is very close to being in the dead centre of the USA, almost equidistant from the 

East and West coasts.  So it’s no wonder that this town is fairly significant from a railway perspective. 

Sadly, I didn’t get to visit Nebraska during our very extensive (15 US states in nine weeks!) study tour of the 

USA in 1982.  Our trip was funded by the then National Transport Commission of our Dept. of Transport, 

and focussed on ways of revegetating national roadsides, especially in mountainous areas with long and 
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steep roadside embankments.  And Nebraska, having such a flat topography, thus wasn’t on our “to visit” 

list.  In retrospect, we didn’t even look at anything remotely to do with trains or railroads while we were in 

the USA, and sadly didn’t use rail transport at all, not even the New York subway!...  

 

In the Bailey Yard there is a famous landmark called the Golden Spike Tower (seen above), which is a bit of a 

railfan tourist attraction should you ever happen to be in the area.  From the top of the tower there is a 

grand view over the busy Bailey Yard.  “Golden Spike” Tower is, however, I feel, a bit of a misleading name, 

as the actual “Golden Spike” – the last ceremonial spike to be hammered into the rail-tie to celebrate the 

completion of the Pacific Railroad, where the shorter but more difficult section being built from the west 

met the longer and easier section being built from the east – was actually hammered in at a place called 

Promontory Summit in Utah, a whole 600 miles (1000km) due west of North Platte!  The railroad route no 

longer runs through Promontory, but there is a small Golden Spike National Historical Park at the actual site 

where the tracks met up, with a short section of railroad and an engine house, and the two gaudy replica 

locomotives shown below, to celebrate the event (pics lifted from the internet).   

   

So the Bailey Yard has two “humps” and 114 “bowl tracks”…  Again, taken from Wikipedia, Hump yards are 

the largest and most effective form of classification yards, with the largest shunting capacity, often several 

thousand cars a day. They save a lot of effort by shunting engines, instead letting the cars roll down onto the 
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classification “bowl tracks” by gravity.  The falling gradient is limited to a small part of the yard, namely the 

hump. It is the heart of the yard—a lead track on a small hill over which an engine pushes the cars. Single 

cars, or a block of coupled cars, are uncoupled at or just before the crest of the hump, and roll by gravity 

onto their destination tracks in the area of the yard where the cars are sorted, called the classification bowl.  

The first hump yard was actually developed in Germany (Leipzig) in 1858, with another in France (at Saint-

Etienne) in 1863. 

 

The positions of the two humps and their associated “bowl tracks” can be easily identified through the 

elevation changes on Google Earth, as well as the “control tower” facilities associated with each track.  

What I’ve called “Hump North” in the map above has only a single delivery track, whereas “Hump South” 

has two delivery tracks, with cross-overs between the two on the destination side, so cars can be switched 

over depending on whether the track they are to be sent to is on the northern or southern half of that 

particular “bowl”.  In my current Google Earth view (22/7/2014), both humps are in operation, with freight 

cars evidently rolling on their way down to classification tracks in the northern bowl, and a train lined up at 

the top of the hump to start delivering to the southern bowl.  If you have Google Earth, it’s actually pretty 

fascinating to look at just how complex (and extensive!) the Bailey Yard actually is! 

Okay… let’s get back to the Trainz sessions!...   (Just two of them this month, the other two next month…) 

The animation on this Fall Harvest route is not especially impressive.  Apart from having other AI trains 

running on the tracks, there are LOTS of vehicles, on the roads alongside or crossing the railroad.  The trucks 

and cars seem to travel a bit faster than would be expected (particularly around bends!), some even on the 

wrong side of the highway, and also take a lot of chances at the level crossings (some of them hooting if 

waiting at the crossing).  The road-rail crossings are almost all “at grade crossings” (that’s level crossings for 

us Saffas), and (except for the very minor farm crossings) are equipped with warning flashing red lights and 

clanging bells, and many of them also with mechanical booms.  There are numerous tractors industriously 

at work in the fields.  They’re mostly John Deere green tractors, Jimmy, and there’s a massive roadside 
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billboard advertising John Deere equipment!  They’re ploughing, or discing, there’s even one baling hay into 

big round bales, and also one spraying herbicide through a spray rig.  Then there’s the ubiquitous smoke 

from some domestic chimneys, and – of course – there’s the RAIN!  In the Bailey Yard some of the human 

figures (the waiting yard crew members) are animated, waving arms or moving around.  And that’s about 

it… all pretty standard stuff. 

The Quick Drive session was a bit of a surprise…  Normally, when one starts up Quick Drive, as the scene 

loads, it zooms in to a piece of track somewhere on the route, where one would then place a loco selected 

from the drop-down panel.  Instead, here the scene opened up centred on an American Airlines Boeing 737 

parked on the apron at Lee Bird Airport, the regional airport located three miles east of North Platte.  I 

clicked on the button to get the drop-down menu, selected a loco (a UP *of course!+ Dash 9) from the panel, 

and tried placing it on the railway tracks that I could barely see in the far distance.  That didn’t work!   

When I eventually realised that I was supposed to “fly the plane” instead of drive the loco, I expected to get 

an amazing aerial view of the Bailey Yard.  After I had “derailed my train” (that’s what it told me!) when 

turning my Boeing around through 180° to taxi out for take-off, but travelling too fast, and having to restart 

the session a few times, I eventually got to take off, and flew a loop out to the east of North Platte (the 

flight-path is set, no free choice here), and came back in to land.  So what was all that about?  A second 

flight-path is visible when one zooms to map-view, but I couldn’t find a way to select any other of the 

planes.  Seems that flight-path is for a helicopter that overflies in one of the sessions.  

   

Eventually, by changing the view to “Lineside” rather than “Chase” or “Map”, that then took me to the 

distant tracks, and I was then finally able to place the selected UP loco on the track (somewhere east of 

North Platte), and run around on the route, to do some exploration.   It would have been helpful if the 

session info had suggested that it was a plane trip instead of a train run, but at the start of the session there 

was just the normal instruction to “Take your train for a free drive and explore this route”… ??? 

The Grain Strain session, however, involved driving one of the grain trains, for which the area is famous!  

The detailed session instructions read as follows:  “It is a dreary Fall day in Nebraska.  In this session you will 

haul an empty grain consist from Paxton (which is actually about 30 miles west of North Platte) through the 

town of Sutherland (about 15 miles out) to Gern Industries Ltd for loading.  Once you reach the grain loading 

bay, stop your grain hoppers between the signalmen for loading (usually two hoppers at a time).  Once you 

are fully loaded, continue on towards the Bailey Yard, via the town of Hershey (made famous by the 

manufacture of the renowned *in America, at any rate+ Hershey Bar!).  You will pass through the Yards (now 

suddenly it’s plural?) until you are met by a Yard Team who will uncouple your consist.  A relief driver will 
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then take over from you for the evening shift.  You may encounter some traffic delay along the way, as this is 

one of America’s busiest routes.  All junctions will be set for you by the traffic controllers, so hopefully you 

will be home in time for dinner.” 

The train consists of 2x UP GP38-2s, with 19 empty 2-bay ACT covered grain hoppers (all of them UP) in tow, 

and no caboose (so this is presumably set in post-1980s, although a couple of the other freight trains 

*locals?+ we passed along the way, or holding in sidings, did tow red ATSF or SP cabooses).    

Departure is from a siding in the Paxton Yard at 16h00.  And as we leave Paxton, heading east, the rain 

starts to come down, and it rains intermittently throughout the trip, including while loading grain and while 

entering Bailey Yard.  Outside of Paxton, the track reduces to a single mainline, and remains a single track all 

the way to Sutherland.  What??!!  On one of America’s busiest train routes?  And the trip from Paxton to 

Sutherland was only around 6 miles (and that didn’t feel right either…).  When I checked on Google Earth, 

Paxton and Sutherland don’t actually have stations or yards (at least they don’t today) (Sutherland does at 

least have a passing loop/siding where trains can be parked), the track between Paxton and Sutherland is 

definitely a double track mainline, and the distance is actually 12 miles.  There is also no massive silo 

complex where “Gern Industries Ltd” is supposed to be located, around 2,5 miles east of Sutherland.  So 

although at first glance this appears to be a prototypical route, it is in fact somewhat “modified”, shortened 

(perhaps to reduce tedium), and with a fair amount of artistic licence thrown in for good measure.   

But it was still a fun enough session to ride!  

Loading the grain at Gern Industries was the most interesting (and “demanding”) part of the session.  On 

entering Sutherland the train departs from the mainline and enters an “industrial” track running parallel 

with the mainline, to the south of it, through or past a number of industrial properties before approaching 

Gern Industries.  Gern, which is a massive complex of concrete silos, has one loading track which passes 

beneath the silos’ loading chutes, and another dead-ending track which seems to be for deliveries.  There 

are two static “signalmen” standing alongside the track beneath the silos (one of the guys out in the rain!), 

to indicate the position (under which silos) where the train needs to stop.  Loading takes place, just two 

hoppers at a time, with the train needing to pull forward the two car lengths and stopping each time.  It 

took around 13 minutes to load the 19 hoppers.  The hatches on top of the hoppers swing open, there is the 

sound of the grain loading, and then dust emanates from each open grain hopper, the load indicator bar 

appears above each railcar to show that the hopper is now fully loaded, before the hatches close down and 

the train can be moved forward another two car-lengths.  

As indicated in the initial session description, all junctions are set, and there are navigation markers along 

the way, showing the route ahead.  Initially I was disappointed that I would not be setting the route for 

myself, but, to be honest, as one approaches the absolute maze that is Bailey Yard, I was grateful to just sit 

back and have the route set for me, and not have to do anything other than control the speed of the train.  

Navigating one’s way through Bailey Yard at the best of times, let alone when it’s raining and the light is 

rapidly fading, would be an absolute nightmare!  I was quite happy to leave that for “Control” to do it for 

me!! 

From Hershey eastwards, heading into the Bailey Yard, there are four tracks, and the train passes 

(completely counter-intuitively, I thought!) across the mainline, from the far right hand track to the left-
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most of the four tracks, in order to enter the northern side of Bailey Yard, to reach the required arrivals 

track.  

This session is supposedly a “1 hour, normal” session.   I ran it in a little over an hour and 15 minutes, due to 

my normal “cautious approach”, by the end of it earning a full 5 stars and 2100 (maximum) points, so no 

penalty is paid for at least displaying some caution…  At the end of the run I received a “Perfect run!” 

congratulation, and also a very welcome “Time for a coffee break” suggestion…   

   

     Leaving Paxton in the rain      En route to Sutherland 

   

Approaching Gern Industries silos        Entering loading area below silos in rain 

   

 Entering Bailey Yard north side        Yard crew waiting at stop-point 

Next month, then, we can look at the remaining Midnight Rescue and Steam Heritage Trip sessions… 
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge… 

By …………… this month!...     

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 
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 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 

 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 Jan to Apl  …still nothing had changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May, June, July & Aug Kobus Pelser (thank you for all your hard work, Kobus!) 

 2019 September Shane Brinkley (all the way from Perth!!) 

 …………… and nothing happened after that……….      , until…..!! 

 2020 April  Mark Peddle 

 2020 May  George Lagoudis 

 2020 July, Aug, Sept Harry Ostrofsky 

 2020 November Jean Dulez 

 2020 December No contribution (no one was nominated..…) 

 2021 January  No contribution – Theuns dropped the ball!, and so I challenged Glynn… 

 2021 February  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2021 March  Shane Brinkley 

 2021 April  Mark asked for a month’s grace, and then another couple….  

 2021 August  Mark Peddle (who then challenged Craig…) 

 2021 September … waiting.. 

 2021 October  Craig Beretta 

 2021 December Eugene Saayman 

 2022 January  Jean Dulez (who kindly volunteered and submitted another article) 

 2022 February  Niel Wilson 

 2022 April & May Kobus Pelser 

 2022 July  Colin Anstis 
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Colin challenged Richard Mustoe, but Richard has also been beset by ill-health for part of this past 

month, and he was not able to get his article completed in time.  So, sadly, we’ll have to wait till next 

month to read Richard’s contribution ……..... 

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

Mark has drawn up and distributed the 2022 Duty Roster.   There have been some recent changes to the 

Key Holder allocation.  These are indicated in BOLD RED below…    

Here is the Key Duty Roster for the next few months of the year…  

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 6-08 John B 2 Wed 10-08 Colin A 

2 Sat 13-08 Kobus P 3 Wed 17-08 Jean D 

3 Sat 20-08 Mark P 4 Wed 24-08 Brian D  

4 Sat 27-08 Glynn C 5 Wed 31-08 Jan K 

      

1 Sat 3-09 Colin A 1 Wed 7-09 Clive S 

2 Sat 10-09 Ash P 2 Wed 14-09 Colin A 

3 Sat 17-09 Brian D 3 Wed 21-09 Jean D  

4 Sat 24-09 Richard M 4 Wed 28-09 Brian D 

1 Sat 1-10 Colin A 1 Wed 5-10 Clive S 

2 Sat 8-10 Kobus P 2 Wed 12-10 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-10 Mark P 3 Wed 19-10 Jean D  

4 Sat 22-10 John B 4 Wed 26-10 Brian D 

5 Sat 29-10 Glynn C 1 Wed 2-11 Clive S 

1 Sat 5-11 Ash P 2 Wed 9-11 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-11 Brian D 3 Wed 16-11 Jean D 

3 Sat 19-11 Richard M 4 Wed 23-11 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-11 Colin A 5 Wed 30-11 Jan K 
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To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. (please don’t turn off 

the one closest to the window *left-hand switch powering the IR+, as the right-hand switch powers the 

Security Gate lock!!!).  

Mark is responsible for the roster – for any changes that need to be made, please liaise with Mark, or just 

swap out with someone else if you can’t make your date, and let Mark know what you have arranged.  

Xxxx * above = known changes to the roster  

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Saturday 13th August  Themed running at the club (11.00 - 13.00) – Swiss/German trains 

 Saturday 27th August  EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead 

 Saturday 10th September Themed running at the club (11.00 - 13.00) – SAR trains 

 Sometime in Sept (TBC) Club Visit to Ralph Davey’s Southern Pacific Layout in Alberton 

 Saturday 8th October?? (TBC) Themed running at the club – British trains 

 Saturday 5th November  Planes, Trains & Automobiles, Rand Airport (TBC) (EMRIG exhibit?) 

 ??? ????    The Great Model Train Expo  CURRENTLY POSTPONED INDEFINITELY 

2022 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Mia van Breda        

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
mailto:mark@icemountain.co.za
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Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 655.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2022 WERE DISCUSSED AND FINALISED AT THE AGM.   
THE FEES FOR 2022 REGRETTABLY HAD TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED. THE FEES 
ARE NOW R1,200.00 FOR A SINGLE MEMBER, AND R1,800.00 FOR FAMILY 
MEMBERSHIP.  (Pro-rata for the remainder of the year, for new members joining) 

YOU CAN EITHER PAY ONCE OFF, QUARTERLY (PAYABLE IN FEB, MAY, AUG & NOV), 
OR MONTHLY IF YOU PREFER, PAYABLE BY 5th OF THE MONTH. 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS END UP COSTING THE CLUB MONEY!!!   


